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ABSTRACT

Cardiotocography measures the fetal heart rate in the fetus during pregnancy to ensure physical health because
cardiotocography gives data about fetal heart rate and uterine shrinkages which is very beneficial to detect whether
the fetus is normal or suspect or pathologic. Various cardiotocography measures infer wrongly and give wrong
predictions because of human error. The traditional way of reading the cardiotocography measures is the time
taken and belongs to numerous human errors as well. Fetal condition is very important to measure at numerous
stages and give proper medications to the fetus for its well-being. In the current period Machine learning (ML) is
a well-known classification strategy used in the biomedical field on various issues because ML is very fast and
gives appropriate results that are better than traditional results. ML techniques play a pivotal role in detecting
fetal disease in its early stages. This research article uses Federated machine learning (FML) and ML techniques
to classify the condition of the fetus. This study proposed a model for the detection of bio-signal cardiotocography
that uses FML and ML techniques to train and test the data. So, the proposed model of FML used numerous data
preprocessing techniques to overcome data deficiency and achieves 99.06% and 0.94% of prediction accuracy and
misprediction rate, respectively, and parallel the proposed model applying K-nearest neighbor (KNN) and achieves
82.93% and 17.07% of prediction accuracy and misprediction accuracy, respectively. So, by comparing both models
FML outperformed the KNN technique and achieved the best and most appropriate prediction results as compared
with previous studies the proposed study achieves the best and most accurate results.
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1 Introduction

There were around 213 million pregnancies globally in 2012 [1]. Pregnancies were recorded in 190
million impoverished nations (89%) and 23 million prosperous countries (23%) (11 percent). In 2013,
293,336 women were murdered by pregnancy-related complications such as maternal hemorrhage,
abortion difficulties, high blood pressure, maternal infection, and obstructed labor [2]. According to
the World Health Organization (WHO), more than 303,000 women died during and after pregnancy
and delivery in 2015 [3], and an estimated 830 women die per day as a result of complications during
pregnancy or childbirth. Birth abnormalities, genetic issues, and maternal antibody difficulties result
from the late prediction of fetal health. As a result, early diagnosis of prenatal health is critical to
prevent any hereditary abnormalities.

Cardiotocography is a popular technique for determining infant status. Cardiotocograms con-
stantly monitor infant heart rate and vaginal bleeding noninvasively during childbirth [4]. Obstetri-
cians have been diagnosing infant status for decades based on visual examinations of infant heart
rate patterns in cardiotocography signals, such as acceleration, retardation, starting heart rate, and
electrocardiogram. Furthermore, the temporal link between infant heart rate and uterine spasm has
been generally regarded as a critical element in cardiotocograph interpretation and has been classified
as earlier than normal retardation [5].

The number of infant heartbeats per minute is referred to as the infant heart rate. Cardiotocograms
are used in prenatal clinical diagnosis of infant health to measure infant activity and heart rate, as well
as pelvic spasms while the baby is in the womb. Doctors can use this check to determine whether the
fetus is healthy before and during birth. Cardiotocogram findings help prevent precocious delivery
and lower the risk of perinatal death by giving pivotal physiological and pathological information to
gynecologists.

The International Federation of Obstetrics and Gynecology classifies cardiotocograph test find-
ings into three categories: healthy, questionable, and malignant. These classifications are based on
infant heart rate, fluctuation, amplitudes, and decelerations [6]. Clinicians do this, but software can
also accomplish it. In the study [7], there was a considerable reduction in neonatal mortality with the
use of the computerized cardiotocograph, with a relative risk of 0.20 and a confidence interval of
95 percent when compared to the conventional cardiotocography. However, because the data in this
study is of moderate quality, more research is needed to examine the influence of cardiotocographs on
pregnancy outcomes [7]. Fig. 1 depicts the overall image of previously proposed works to detect the
fetus’s health in its early stages.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of previously proposed works

Bio-Signal processing technology has employed artificial intelligence in recent years to translate
data from the human body into a prognosis. Oncologists are focusing on developing an automated
cardiotocography interpretation, however, the findings have yet to successfully anticipate hazardous
fetus abnormalities [8]. As a result, numerous academics currently researching by employing Machine
learning (ML) algorithms to identify the status of the infant in the mother’s stomach. So, in this
research article, the overall aim of the proposed is to use the various ML techniques and Federated
machine learning (FML) to diagnose the fetal status in the mother’s womb and oncologists to take the
appropriate steps according to the fetal health status. Fig. 2 shows the overall process of the proposed
model from data collection to predict the fetus’s health enabled with blockchain storage cloud for
trained model and patient data.

Federated machine learning poses many security risks to healthcare systems. To access informa-
tion, intruders might easily break into the integrated networks. The most serious flaw in hacking
attempts into multiple healthcare networks and patient registries is that they can risk patients’ lives
by illegally utilizing their data to send spam and phishing emails to patients. Because most network
systems in healthcare organizations are centralized, their networks are frequently a target for hacker
backstabbing. All of these issues are the result of centralized networks. All of these issues may be easily
resolved by utilizing a secure cloud solution powered by blockchain technology. Satoshi Nakamoto
created the blockchain in 2008, which was a collection of multiple time-stamped hacker evidence files
protected by a network of networks. Fig. 3 illustrates the blockchain technologies architecture. It is
made up of a fundamental collection of cryptographically connected components. Blockchain technol-
ogy enables several responsibilities, such as transparency, decentralization, and rigidity. Students were
prepared to work with embedded devices, centralized networks, virtual currency, and other technology
through these three exercises.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed model
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Figure 3: Blockchain technologies block architecture

2 Literature Review

Cardiotocography is a scientific term for observing and recording infant heart rate and uterine
spasms throughout pregnancy to assess infant comfort and detect a boosted possibility of pregnancy
complications. This enables the early diagnosis and treatment of fetal hypoxia before it progresses
to unadorned asphyxia or death [9]. The fetus’s heart rate and its volatility, reactivity, and potential
decelerations during uterine spasms are important indicators of infant well-being [10].

The author of [11] introduced a novel clinical verdict support system built on an enhanced adaptive
genetic algorithm and an extreme machine learning algorithm in [11], and the model’s concluding
classification accuracy reached 94 percent. The parameters used to detect the infantile state of an
Electrocardiogram (ECG) were improved in [12] by utilizing the least squares support vector machine,
swarm optimization, and a binary decision tree.

The author of [13] developed a time-frequency function-based classifier that includes a cost-
sensitive Support vector machine (SVM). The cardiotocography’s non-stationarity and the data set’s
instability are corrected, and more effective findings are achieved, with a specificity of 66.1 percent, a
sensitivity of 85.2 percent, and a qualitative scale of 75.0 percent.

Reference [14] used self-developed cardiotocography autonomous analytic software to extract
descriptive data from cardiotocography signals and forecast delivery using a variety of modes,
including AdaBoosting, random forests, J48, and gradient-boosting trees. With a prediction accuracy
of 87.6 percent and an area under the curve of 93.0 percent, the random forest classification results
were the best.

The authors of [15] used bespoke software to collect seventeen existing cardiotocography data
parameters and classified them utilizing three machine learning algorithms i-e random forest, J48,
and ada boosting decision tree, with random forest beating the others. The area under the curve for
classification is more than 94.9 percent.

In [16], the authors suggested and compared a backpropagation-based duration neutrophil
performance neural network framework to other algorithms such as neural network, decision tree,
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K-nearest neighbor (KNN), and approximation neural network, demonstrating that this framework
is a solution. useful and efficient.

Using primary module analysis, receiver functioning descriptions, and International Federation
of Obstetrics and Gynecology guidelines, the authors of [17] confirmed the impact of an application
on delivery quality. The standard SisPorto data set and the Lagrange support vector machine were
used to assess the infant’s condition.

The authors contrasted 11 infant heart rate morphological analyses provided by the automated
analysis approach with expert consensus [18]. Conclude that the automatic analysis approach proposed
by Lu and Wei outperformed previous automatic analysis methods in terms of baseline calculation.

In [19], the authors used numerous comparative machine learning algorithms such as logistic
regression, random forest, decision tree, SVM, voting classifier, and KNN. Their model random forest
achieved the best prediction accuracy of 97.51%.

In [20], the authors employed a deep neural network to predict the fetal heart rate and uterine
spasm with the help of numerous patterns and parameters. Their employed model achieved an area
under the curve of 0.7 and a sensitivity of 89%.

In [21], the authors used a comparative machine learning approach to predict the fetal heart rate
and uterine spasm and they employed five algorithms Extreme Gradient (XG) Boost, support vector
machine, KNN, light Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), and random forest. So, the random forest
algorithm outperformed and achieved 98.00% prediction accuracy.

Reference [22] proposed the use of arithmetical features derived from experiential modal rotten-
ness. The characteristics derived from the breakdown of sub-bands are classed as normal or dangerous.
They got 86 percent prediction accuracy of the test data right.

Table 1 shows the limitations of previous studies and it depicts that the [11] study used extreme
machine learning with a publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 94% prediction accuracy
with feature engineering and unbalanced prediction classes as research limitations, [13] study used
support vector machine with publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 82.5% sensitivity
and 66.1% specificity with prediction accuracy and handcrafted features as research limitation, [14]
study used ada boost, random forest, Java (J) 48 and decision tree with publicly available clinical signal
dataset and achieved 87.6% prediction accuracy and 93% Area Under Curve (AUC) with unbalanced
prediction classes as research limitation, study [15] used random forest, J48 and ada boost with publicly
available clinical signal dataset and achieved 94.9% AUC with prediction accuracy and handcrafted
features as research limitation, study [19] used random forest, logistic regression, KNN and SVM
with publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 97.51% prediction accuracy with feature
engineering and unbalanced prediction classes as research limitation, study [20] used deep neural
network with publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 89% sensitivity and 0.7 AUC
with unbalanced prediction classes as research limitation, study [21] used XG boost, SVM, KNN and
light GBM with publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 98% prediction accuracy with
unbalanced prediction classes as research limitation and study [22] used machine learning with publicly
available clinical signal dataset and achieved 86% prediction accuracy with handcrafted features as
research limitation.
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Table 1: Limitations from previous studies

Article Model Dataset FML Results Limitation

[11] Extreme machine
learning

Clinical (Signal) No Accuracy = 94% Feature engineering
and unbalanced
classes

[13] SVM Clinical (Signal) No Sensitivity = 85.2%
Specificity = 66.1%

Prediction accuracy,
handcrafted features

[14] Ada boost, random
forest, J48, decision
tree

Clinical (Signal) No Accuracy = 87.6%
AUC = 93%

Unbalanced
prediction classes

[15] Random forest, J48,
Ada boost

Clinical (Signal) No AUC = 94.9% Prediction accuracy,
handcrafted features

[19] Random forest,
logistic regression,
KNN, SVM

Clinical (Signal) No Accuracy =
97.51%

Feature engineering,
unbalanced
prediction classes

[20] Deep neural network Clinical (Signal
parameter)

No Sensitivity = 89%
AUC = 0.7

Prediction accuracy,
feature engineering

[21] XG Boost, SVM,
KNN, light GBM

Clinical (Signal) No Accuracy = 98% Unbalanced
prediction classes

[22] Machine learning Clinical (Signal) No Accuracy = 86% Handcrafted features

To cope with the major discrepancies of previous studies, the proposed model’s major contribu-
tions are stated below:

• The proposed employed FML to cope with the prediction accuracy discrepancy.

• The proposed model used bio-signal cardiotocography data from publicly available hospitals.

• The proposed applied other machine learning techniques as well to compare with the best model.

• The proposed study used various statistical factors to gauge the model performance and validity
of results.

3 Proposed Methodology

In Fetal health prediction in a mother’s womb is very important for an infant’s physical health.
So, in this research, the proposed model uses federated machine learning to predict fetal health
in the mother’s womb. Fig. 4 shows the overall process of the proposed model using federated
machine learning to predict fetal health using bio-signal of cardiotocography in the mother’s womb.
The proposed model consists of numerous layers including the training data layer, training layer,
testing data layer, and testing layer. Initially, the proposed model extracts data from bio-signal
cardiotocography using a cardiotocograph and employs data preprocessing techniques including
fetching the overall data insights from a number of each class instance and then applying data cleaning
techniques including removing the redundant data and storing data in a private cloud A empowered
with blockchain technology. After the data preprocessing the proposed model initiates the training
layer of the proposed model and imports data from private cloud A. The proposed model imports
data into the KNN machine learning algorithm for training purposes, after the completion of the
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KNN training performance meter, check the learning criteria if it meets then move the trained model
into private cloud Z empowered with blockchain technology otherwise start to retrain process. In a
parallel phase, the proposed model imports data in Levenberg Marquardt (LM), Bayesian Regression
(BR), and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) machine learning algorithms and checks the learning
criteria if it meets then moves trained weights into federated average process otherwise starts to retune
the weights. After the federated average process again checks the learning criteria if it meets then moves
the trained federated model into public cloud Z empowered with blockchain technology. In the next
phase, the proposed model initiates the testing phase, in this segment the proposed model fetches data
from bio-signal cardiotocography using a cardiotocograph and gives it to the testing process. In the
testing layer, the proposed model imports the better resultant model from public cloud Z and starts
testing, if the fetus has a normal heart rate, then move to a home, and if the fetal heart rate is pathologic
and suspects then move to the hospital for further medication.

Figure 4: Proposed model for the prediction of fetal heart rate using FML empowered with blockchain
technology

To calculate the proposed model testing performance, the proposed model uses numerous statis-
tical factors [23–27] such as Prediction accuracy (PA), F1-score, sensitivity, False positive rate (FPR),
Positive predicted value (PPV), False negative rate (FNR), Classification misrate (CMR), Fowlkes
Mallows Index (FMI) and LPR. All statistical parameter equations are stated below.
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KNN and FML algorithms for the proposed model to predict fetal health in the mother’s womb
empowered with blockchain technology are stated below in the descriptive form. Algorithm 1 depicts
the training and testing process using FML in the client and server phases. In the server phase, the
proposed model does a training of FML weights using feedforward and tuning weights (Rij and Gjp)
for better performance the proposed model calculates backpropagation error, and after the successful
training, the session server sends tuned weights to the client phase for aggregation. In the client, phase
step 6 and step 7 do average aggregation for testing the instances. Algorithm 2 depicts the overall
training and testing process using KNN, first KNN gets instances and performs training using the
K score if K scores less than the expected threshold then the instance is normal else the instance is
pathologic or suspect.

Algorithm 1 (Client): FML algorithm for the detection of Normal, Suspect, and Pathologic
Cardiotocography
1: Initiate Ro and Go (read instances)
2: for each instance p from h to p do
3: Fp ← (random cluster of clients from α)
4: for each client L ∈ Fp parallel do
5: [RL

p+1, GL
p+1] ← client training (L, Rp, Gp)

6: end for

7: Rp
H,FML = 1

Σlεη

Σα

L=1

FL

F
Rp

L+1 (Average aggregate)

8: Gp
H,FML = 1

Σlεη

Σα

L=1

FL

F
Gp

L+1

9: end for
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Algorithm 1 (Server): FML algorithm for the detection of Normal, Suspect, and Pathologic
Cardiotocographyy
1: Initiate
2: Split dataset D; Minibatches
3: Initiate layers weights Rij and Gjp
4: Error; E = 0 with Epochs ∝ = 0
5: for each training pattern x do
6: feedforward phase

7: calculate ℵj using
1

1 + e−
(

o1+∑n
t=1

(
R

p
H,FML*di

))

8: calculate ℵp using
1

1 + e− ( o2+∑a
j=1

(
R

p
H,FML*hj

)

9: calculate the output and hidden layer; E values
10: use G+

j,p = Gj,p + λΔGj,p

11: use R+
i,p = Ri,j + λΔRi,j

12: Tune weights Rij and Gjp (Backpropgation Error)
13: end for
14: ξ = ξ + 1
15: if not fulfilled criteria then
16: Proceed with step 5
17: end if
18: return trained weights Rij and Gjp to the server
19: end

Algorithm 2: KNN algorithm for the detection of Normal, Suspect, and Pathologic Cardiotocography
1: Detection: ailment
2: Dataset: Bio-signal source kaggle
3: Input Training dataset Z; Z ← dataset
4: In: Data ← Clinical (Features)
5: Out: Normal, Suspect, Pathologic
6: for each sample Y in the test data sample do
7: if Y has concealed model call then
8: Y is Suspect or Pathologic
9: else
10: for each sample Z_k in the training data sample do
11: evaluate rin (Y,Z_k)
12: if rin (Y,Z_k) = 2.0 then
13: Y is Normal; terminate
14: Find k largest score of rin (Y,Z_k)
15: calculate rin (Y,Z_k) average for KNN
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if
19: end for

(Continued)
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Algorithm 2 (continued)
20: if rin_average < its threshold then
21: Y −→Normal
22: else
23: Y → (Suspect or Pathologic)
24: end if

4 Dataset

In this study, the proposed model uses publicly available data [28] from bio-signal car-
diotocographs for the prediction of fetal health. Table 2 depicts the dataset description of all variables
with chi-square values.

Table 2: Description of bio-signal data of fetal heart rate

Variable Chi-square Variable Type

Standard value (medical expert) 230.5 Standard value (SisPorto) 243.5
Spurts (SisPorto) 1701.2 Fetal faction (SisPorto) 84.3
Uterine shrinkages (SisPorto) 253.8 % of time with irregular short-term

erraticism (SisPorto)
450.9

Mean value of short-term erraticism
(SisPorto)

872.1 % of time with irregular long-term
erraticism (SisPorto)

879.8

Mean value of long-term erraticism
(SisPorto)

240.9 Light decelerations 1336.1

Unadorned decelerations 96.4 Prolongued decelerations 975
Repetitive decelerations 840 Histo width 842.4
Low freq. of the histo 897 High freq. of the histo 471.4
Number of histo peaks 509.4 Number of histo zeros 212.8
Histo mode 349 Histo mean 524.4
Histo median 416.9 Histo inconsistency 1279.2
Histo tendency 143.9

5 Simulation Results

In this proposed study, the proposed model uses FML and KNN to predict the fetal heart rate
using bio-signal cardiotocography in the mother’s womb. Training and testing simulations of the
proposed model have been done on MacBook 2017 core i5 with internal graphic process unit support,
16 gigabytes of random access memory, and 512 gigabytes of a solid-state drive. The proposed model
uses 2126 fetal heart rates and subdivides them into 70% of training and 30% of respectively. The
training and testing performance of the proposed model has been measured by numerous statistical
parameters and statistical parameters have been discussed in the previous section.

Fig. 5 shows the training performance Bayesian regression algorithm. As Fig. 5 depicts algorithms
achieved the best training PA of 99.77% and 0.23% of CMR and the proposed model depicts that
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training is very smooth. There are minor instances that are wrongly predicted and training shows
these instances out of bounds.

Figure 5: Training performance of Bayesian regression

Fig. 6 shows the training performance stochastic gradient descent algorithm. As Fig. 6 depicts
algorithms achieved training PA of 95.88% and 4.12% of CMR and the proposed model depicts
training as very smooth but not better than Bayesian regression. There are minor instances that are
wrongly predicted and training shows these instances out of bounds.

Figure 6: Training performance of stochastic gradient descent

Fig. 7 shows the training performance Levenberg Marquardt algorithm. As Fig. 7 depicts algo-
rithms achieved training PA of 97.20% and 2.80% of CMR and the proposed model depicts training
as very smooth but not better than Bayesian regression. There are minor instances that are wrongly
predicted and training shows these instances out of bound and mostly instances predicted against their
cluster as well.
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Figure 7: Training performance of Levenberg Marquardt

Table 3 depicts the cumulative training results of FML and it shows that Bayesian regression
secures 99.77% PA and 2.3% CMR, Stochastic gradient descent secures 95.88% and 4.12% CMR,
Levenberg Marquardt secures 97.20% and 2.80% CMR and at the federated average, FML secured
99.08% PA and 0.92 CMR.

Table 3: Cumulative training results of FML

Model PA (%) CMR (%)

Bayesian regression 99.77 0.23
Stochastic gradient descent 95.88 4.12
Levenberg marquardt 97.20 2.80
FML 99.08 0.92

Fig. 8 shows the training performance of KNN and it depicts that KNN converged at the 18th
iteration and achieved 92.60% PA and 7.4% of CMR with minimum classification error is 0.07239,
distance weight squared inverse, a distance metric is a cosine and the total number of neighbors is 81.

Table 4 shows the training confusion matrix of KNN and it depicts that the proposed model
right positive predicted 1575 instances of all classes including normal, suspect, and pathologic. The
proposed model negatively predicted 125 instances from all classes.

Table 5 illustrates the KNN testing confusion matrix and it depicts that the proposed model
positively predicted 351 instances of all classes including normal, suspect, and pathologic. The
proposed model negatively predicted 75 instances from all classes. The proposed model of KNN
performed well in the testing phase.

Table 6 depicts the testing confusion matrix of FML and it depicts that the proposed model
positively predicted 422 instances of all classes including normal, suspect, and pathologic. The
proposed model negatively predicted 4 instances from all classes. The proposed model of FML
outperformed KNN in the testing phase.
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Figure 8: Training performance of KNN

Table 4: Training confusion matrix of KNN

Instances (1700) Normal Suspect Pathologic

Normal 1365 34 6
Suspect 52 93 8
Pathologic 12 13 117

Table 5: Testing confusion matrix of KNN

Instances (426) Normal Suspect Pathologic

Normal 242 8 0
Suspect 55 75 12
Pathologic 0 0 34
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Table 6: Testing confusion matrix of FML

Instances (426) Normal Suspect Pathologic

Normal 250 0 0
Suspect 4 138 0
Pathologic 0 0 34

Table 7 shows the testing statistical parameter results of FML, it depicts that the proposed model
of FML achieves 99.06%, 0.94%, 99.53%, 99.53%, 100%, 0.47%, 1.00, 99.53%, and 99.53% of PA,
CMR, Sen, PPV, FPR, FNR, LPR, FMI and F1-score, respectively. So, FML outperformed and
achieved the highest testing prediction accuracy as compared with KNN.

Table 7: Testing statistical parameter results of FML

PA (%) CMR (%) Sen (%) PPV (%) FPR (%) FNR (%) LPR (%) FMI (%) F1(%)

99.06 0.94 99.53 99.53 100 0.47 1.00 99.53 99.53

Table 8 illustrates the testing statistical parameter results of KNN, it depicts that the proposed
model of KNN achieves 82.93%, 17.07%, 82.93%, 82.93%, 100%, 17.61%, 0.82, 82.93%, and 82.93%
of PA, CMR, Sen, PPV, FPR, FNR, LPR, FMI and F1-score, respectively. Therefore, KNN did not
perform well and achieved the lowest testing prediction accuracy as compared with other FML.

Table 8: Testing statistical parameter results of KNN

PA (%) CMR (%) Sen (%) PPV (%) FPR (%) FNR (%) LPR (%) FMI (%) F1(%)

82.93 17.07 82.39 82.39 100 17.61 0.82 82.39 82.39

Table 9 shows the comparative analysis of the proposed model with previous studies, it depicts
that study [11] used extreme machine learning with a publicly available clinical signal dataset and
achieved 94% prediction accuracy and no blockchain technology, study [13] used support vector
machine with publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 82.5% sensitivity and 66.1%
specificity no blockchain technology, study [14] used ada boost, random forest, J48 and decision
tree with publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 87.6% prediction accuracy and 93%
AUC and no blockchain technology, study [15] used random forest, J48 and ada boost with publicly
available clinical signal dataset and achieved 94.9% AUC and no blockchain technology, study [19]
used random forest, logistic regression, KNN and SVM with publicly available clinical signal dataset
and achieved 97.51% prediction accuracy no blockchain technology, study [20] used deep neural
network with publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 89% sensitivity and 0.7 AUC and no
blockchain technology, study [21] used XG boost, SVM, KNN and light GBM with publicly available
clinical signal dataset and achieved 98% prediction accuracy no blockchain technology, study [22] used
machine learning with publicly available clinical signal dataset and achieved 86% prediction accuracy
and no blockchain technology and the proposed model use FML and KNN with bio-signal publicly
available clinical signal dataset and achieve 99.06% prediction accuracy with blockchain technology.
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As results show the proposed model outperformed the previous studies and achieved the highest
prediction accuracy.

Table 9: Comparative study with previous research

Article Model Dataset FML Results Blockchain
technology

[11] Extreme machine learning Clinical
(Signal)

No Accuracy = 94% No

[13] Support vector machine Clinical
(Signal)

No Sensitivity = 85.2%
Specificity = 66.1%

No

[14] Ada boost, random forest, J48,
decision tree

Clinical
(Signal)

No Accuracy = 87.6%
AUC = 93%

No

[15] Random forest, J48, Ada boost Clinical
(Signal)

No AUC = 94.9% No

[19] Random forest, logistic
regression, KNN, SVM

Clinical
(Signal)

No Accuracy = 97.51% No

[20] Deep neural network Clinical
(Signal
parameter)

No Sensitivity = 89%
AUC = 0.7

No

[21] XG Boost, SVM, KNN, light
GBM

Clinical
(Signal)

No Accuracy = 98% No

[22] Machine learning Clinical
(Signal)

No Accuracy = 86% No

The
proposed
model

FML, KNN Bio-signal
(Clinical)

YES Accuracy = 99.06% Yes

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This research depicts the proposed model of FML for fetal heart rate classification in a mother’s
womb for fetal physical health empowered with blockchain technology. The proposed model employed
FML for the training and testing simulation of fetal heart rate and it achieved 99.06% testing
accuracy with 0.94% CMR also in parallel the proposed model employed KNN to simulate the data
and it achieved 82.93% testing accuracy and 17.07 CMR. As the result shows, the proposed FML
outperformed KNN. These improved results will be helpful in biotechnology and in the clinical field
to improve fetal physical health. The proposed model achieves the best accuracy among the existing
studies but needs improvement more using a big dataset to get more accurate and precise results. In
the future, this proposed model will be expanded with the merger of a fuzzed model and fuzzed data
technology empowered with the Internet of medical things and also this work will be more accurate
by the implementation of a weighted federated machine learning technique.
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